SECRET 06/328  Z MAY 74 STAFF

CITE TEHRAN

TO: ISTANBUL INFO ANKARA, DIRECTOR.

RYBAT ADMIN SECUR

REF: ISTANBUL

1. ______ suggests that REF preparations, while fully appreciated by him personally, not really necessary. He and wife proceeding Turkey on vacation at invitation of Ambassador McGhee. ______ would like to keep visit low-key as possible but not overly concerned if press does learn of his presence in Turkey. This same observation obtains for the plane flight to Antalya. If the press learns of his trip to Antalya he can live with it. The better.

2. Possibility exists that ______ personal security aide, can arrive Istanbul day prior ______ arrival to meet with ______ and make such arrangements as necessary. Primary guideline should be ______ desire keep visit low-key, not clandestine. Please advise identity ______ for passage to ______ who cannot remember his name.

3. FYI: ______ Tentative Itinerary as follows:
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WED, 22 MAY - DEPART TEHRAN 0935 (SWISS AIR 371)
ARRIVE ISTANBUL 1110

FRI, 24 MAY - DEPART ISTANBUL 2000 (TURKISH AIRLINE 802)
ARRIVE ANTALYA 2100

THURS, 30 MAY - DEPART ANTALYA 1235 (TURKISH AIRLINE 813)
ARRIVE ANKARA 1335
DEPART ANKARA (PANAM 110) 1515
ARRIVE TEHRAN 1905. E2, IMPDET.